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The Evocardio Walkdesk™ WTB500 treadmill is our 
premium full commercial Walkdesk base. This unit 
is designed to support the most demanding office 
environment. Our engineers understand the importance 
of a quiet treadmill so that your employees are not 
distracted. Our Walkdesk™ WTB500 is ultra quiet, with 
a high-torque drivetrain that's built-to-last. If you 
already have a standing desk, you can change this to the 
ultimate treadmill desk in seconds (do not forget to take 
the height of the treadmill into account). 

The Evocardio Walkdesk™ WTB500 is built solely for 
use in the office. With a top speed of only 4km/h, a 
perfectly tuned drive train and a 3hp 3200 RPM DC 
engine at the core, we’ve added a winner to our product 
range. 

We’ve replaced the cheaper melamine or phenolic deck 
materials used by our competitors with a 2.5 cm thick 
Bakelite deck. We’ve added guides to keep the walking 
belt from scraping the side rails and by shortening the 
deck we’ve gained precious office floor space. A cooling 
fan keeps the motor temperatures under control even 
if the treadmill is under round-the-clock use, but we 
made it so silent you can’t even tell it’s running. 

Since no one will ever run or even walk briskly on a 
Walkdesk™ WTB500, we shortened the deck in order 
to gain back precious floor space that other units 
steal away. We even lowered the treadmill deck to 
maximize desk stability and minimize obstruction.

This unit is absolute maintenance free, no lubricant 
needed. The combination of a maintenance free running 
deck + a maintenance free running belt is a double win.  
Less work and less noise. 

The console will fit every standing desk.  It has a clear 
simple overview so you can track your results at any 
moment. The display will show your travelled distance, 
speed, steps, calories burned and time. 

You can monitor and track your pesonal data on the 
Walkdesk™ APP available in your App Store (coming 
soon for Android).

We can also deliver a desk which you can use with our 
Walkdesk to make it more complete.
When you already have a standing desk, turn it into a 
treadmill desk in a few minutes.

Walkdesk 
WTB500

Console
The LCD control display has a 
modern design and can be mounted 
on the left or the right side of the 
desktop.

Anti-slip strips
The rails are equipped with anti-slip 
strips. These  strips are attached to 
the rails on the right and left side 
for safety. 

Treadmill  desk
Available with an adjustable 
standing desk to make it more 
complete.

Walkdesk™ APP
In the app you can see all your 
activity by day, week or month. 
This way you can easily find out how 
active you’ve been.
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TeChniCAl sPeCifiCATions
Motor 3 hp / 3200 rPM

speed 0.8 - 4 km/h

running surface 51 x 23 cm

Walking belt Ultra silent, 2-ply fabric

step-up height 12 cm

deck height 12.5 cm

deck 2.5 cm thick bakelite

deck suspension 6 compression shock absorbers

side rails non scuffing aluminum

noise signature
Lowest of any walking treadmill
Less then 40dB (see graphic)

Quick keys slow, medium, fast

Comfort 2 transport wheels for easy mobility

safety certificate Ce957 - Ce certificate in s classification

Console

Computer display
LCd control screen, can be attached 
around the tablet

Console feedback
distance, calories burned, time, steps
Countdown option on time 

Bluetooth Yes

dimensions
Product (L x W x H) 171.4 x 72 x 24.1 cm cm

Carton (L x W x H) 184.4 x 84 x 31.5 cm

nW / gW 66.8 kg / 80 kg

Max. user weight 180 kg

WArrAnTy
Frame Lifetime

Motor 5 years

running deck 5 years

Parts 2 years

Wear parts 6 months
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hiGhliGhTs

•	 The first treadmill designed for the office,  
not the gym

•	 Built to last with premium components
•	 Quieter, smaller, more powerful
•	 lCd desktop console with loads of functionalities
•	 Perfectly balances drivetrain reliability with power 

consumption efficiency
•	 3200 rPm dC 3.0 hp engine
•	 2.5 cm thick bakelite deck
•	 shortened and lowered deck


